Hello and welcome to the Intelligent You Accenture idea Contest. Muthu Raja Sankar (Managing Director – Managed Services Accenture Strategy. Accenture Security are true strategic partners to our clients. We advise on strategy, consult implement solutions tailored to the clients’ industries and manage the entire security operations. Our clients across the globe are on digital transformation journey and cyber security plays a key role on the transformation journey. As cyber security becomes the key and a law enabling the business challenge we have for you is really about an enterprise that is going through a challenge from a legacy to digital mode of operation and how cyber security plays a key role from an organizational perspective a technology perspective and how all you can bring in a new thinking about how cyber security should be a business enabler for this client. As you develop your solution look at the targets rating model for the client which considers their organization needs and the road map and the benefit. Include take things like how do they get there how do they reach there really about technical architecture security capabilities coming together and some other new things as we speak in applied intelligence robotic process of automation how that brings in a holistic architecture for them which is sustainable enables their business and enables their digital transformational journey. All the very best we are looking forward to your IntelligentYou solution.